Part-Timers & Inside Workers Are Voting

EXPERIENCE
MATTERS
BAs Who Stand Up
to Management”
“Our Business Agent has no idea
how to stand up to UPS. Stewards
and members are hung out to dry.
I’m voting Experience Matters for
Business Agents who stand up to supervisors and
have your back.”
Lincoln McKenzie, Foster

Protecting Seniority
“We want our seniority protected so
that we get the start times we deserve.
Right now, no one is making UPS
follow the contract.”
Dawn Bobb-Semple, 43rd Street

Stop the Divisions
“Our local is very divided and it’s hurting
the members. Experience Matters is the
best choice to unite our local and move
us forward.”
Horiol Charles, Nassau

I Won’t Be Fooled Again
“I was fooled three years ago. I'm not
getting fooled again. I'm voting
Experience Matters.”
Amy Goldstein, Suffolk

We Need to Clean House
“I’ve seen Vinnie Perrone, Chris
Williamson and Experience Matters in
action. They command management’s
respect. What we have now is a joke.
We need to clean house and elect a
slate we can believe in from top to bottom.
That’s Experience Matters.”
Federico Ramirez, Maspeth

Make UPS Pay for
Supervisors Working
“When supervisors work, they are taking
our overtime. That’s money out of our
pockets. Experience Matters knows how
to win supervisors working grievances
and make management pay when they violate the
contract.”
Adam Thomas, 43rd Street

I’m Sick of Empty
Campaign Promises
“Anyone can make campaign
promises. But when it comes to UPS,
action talks and BS walks. It’s been
three years of harassment, givebacks
and weak representation. This is the worst it’s been in
all my years in this local. I’m voting for the one and
only slate with the experience to turn this around.”
Bill Groll, Maspeth

Vote Row D to Elect the Experience Matters Slate
Ballots Mail on November 28 l www.ExperienceMattersSlate.com

